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this game is all about extreme driving and outrageous crashes. no triumphs or punishments - just
the thing to make you get a blood pressure. burnout paradise combines real-life driving with the

action and excitement that only a racing game can provide. burnout paradise is a satisfying
experience because the racing element is outstanding and the driving environment is truly unique.

you should definitely check it out! burnout paradise: the ultimate box is a racing video game
developed by criterion games and published by ea for the playstation 3 and xbox 360. it is the

sequel to burnout 3: takedown, and the ninth game in the burnout series. the primary goal in the
game is to race your way through a variety of races, with the usual things in mind like the burnout
3-style physics. the main challenge for the game is its large city, “paradise city,” which contains all

sorts of different locations, cars, and roads, each of which need to be driven and explored. the
game’s story revolves around the events that took place in the first game, which is now two years
on. burnout paradise has been compared to the grand theft auto series because of the open world,

but it does not follow the same formula. if you are a fan of the burnout series, then you will definitely
want to buy burnout paradise: the ultimate box on your playstation 3 or xbox 360. the game looks
just like the first burnout game and it is even more awesome because you can race at night. all the

races in paradise city are over fictional locations, so you have the option of doing them in one of
seven locations. the city features a number of different landmarks, such as the burnout paradise

speedway and the burnout paradise surf ballad.
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paradise city is different from
the previous locations in

burnout. as you drive through
the city, you'll discover three

different classifications of roads.
the first is the nickel and dime
road, which has limited lanes

and the shortest amount of time
to complete a race. the second is
the jail road, which has 10 lanes

and long stretches of time to
complete a race. finally, there's

the super highway, which has 24
lanes and the longest amount of

time to complete a race.
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eurogamer's verdict: burnout
paradise is the most fun ive had

with a game in a long time. it
doesnt really change too much
in terms of the gameplay, but it
does change the way you play
the game. youre still cruising
around, but there are more

opportunities to screw up. you
can now ram into pedestrians or

into walls for no reason
whatsoever. you can also flame
people. theres no such thing as
bad racing, as youll find out for

yourself. paradise city is an
amazing game world. im all in

favour of adding to the formula,
but ive never heard of a racer
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that felt more like i was in a
movie. its like burnouts formula
one. its not so much a sequel as

it is an evolution. the racing
action is as intense as ever, but

paradise city has some great
new features and a different feel
to it. this is a racer with quite a
bit of depth and variety, giving

the cars a great feeling of weight
and power. while paradise city is
a bit of a departure from burnout

3, its more or less a direct
continuation of burnout 3 and
the burnout paradise: track

stars. the various missions and
activities have been tailored to

the cars, and the time of day and
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weather conditions are a
welcome change. paradise city is

a refreshing addition to the
burnout series and provides

some new and varied gameplay
features, not to mention a few

more hours of racing fun.
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